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A N Y T H I N G.
EXCEPT
O R D I N A R Y.
We are living in an age of possibilities. We create our world and our
daily life based entirely on our personal wishes and needs. Driven by the
freedom of deciding ourselves what we like and don't like. So even when
choosing a kitchen, we don't just want a palette of standard products,
but search harder to find something that is per fectly tailored to us and
to which we can add a personal touch. In shor t: a kitchen with maximum
individualit y. A nolteneo kitchen.
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WHAT IS nolteneo?
Clean, purist lines. E xclusive fronts and fascinating
details. Colours and materials that enter a harmonious dialogue and are in balance with prac tical design.
A nolteneo kitchen makes spaces into a statement, and
is an expression of individualit y and freedom of choice.
From a wide range of planning options to exclusive front s and de sign element s, nolteneo opens up
entirely new dimensions in individualisation. Besides the
elements that are featured in ever y nolteneo kitchen,
there's also an ex tensive choice of exceptional models
and designer elements.

TO THE VIDEO
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HOW DOES
nolteneo WORK?
With just a few changes, you can turn your Nolte kitchen
into a nolteneo kitchen. nolteneo means you've no need
to compromise on any thing – on the contrar y: in addition to all fronts and worktops or the prac tical Matrix150
grid system for more storage space, you can also choose
from the entire Nolte Küchen produc t range to plan your
nolteneo kitchen. Fur ther exclusive design options are
also available.
One the basic elements for ever y nolte neo kitchen is
the neoBOX . The high-qualit y drawer and pull-out system lets you bring modern design into the cabinet interior. The narrow side frame appeals for its simple elegance – nothing spoils the look. Coloured in anthracite,
it harmonises per fectly with ever y colour finish that's featured in our collec tion.
Needless to say, though, nolteneo can of fer a whole lot
more! Now get ready to discover the ex tensive nolteneo
range: from exclusive fronts and worktops to exceptional
handles and all-new planning options, this kitchen lineup leaves you wanting for nothing!
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nolteneo –
THE UPGRADE
FOR YOUR
N O LT E K ITC H E N

What makes nolteneo so dif ferent is not only
its immense versatilit y and all of the options
it provides for individualising the kitchen you
are planning, but also the unerring continuation of a kitchen concept that can look back on
a track record of success spanning decades:
Nolte Küchen. This means all exclusive nolteneo
produc ts and designer elements can be combined with the entire Nolte Küchen range.
Already planning your Nolte kitchen, but still
want to give your new dream kitchen a ver y
individual touch? Then simply add an exclusive
nolteneo produc t or designer element, and turn
your amazing Nolte kitchen into a nolteneo
kitchen that's truly exceptional.
Simply ask your preferred kitchen specialist to
show you the vast range of options that come
with nolteneo!

n o l te ne o

1

I TA L I A N A E S T H E T I C
Feel good in exclusive st yle. The neoLODGE front
exudes Italian aesthetic in a way that's second to
none. The combination of sleek lines with classy
colours and materials is complemented by intelligent detail solutions such as side-fit ted ovens or
the elegant display units in manganese bronze.

TO THE VIDEO
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MatrixArt ONE
Matrix Ar t ONE is the design-focused, handleless kitchen: just one single handle trim profile
below the worktop – which, of course, can be
illuminated too, creates a par ticularly neat and
graphic look. The top-most front is opened by
the handle trim profile, the ones below by the
PUSH-TO-OPEN assisted opening function.
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neoLODGE FRONT
Clean lines brimming with charac ter –
neoLODGE in grooved, blackened
oak veneer brings aesthetic appeal
to ever y space.
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nolteneo 1
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1 n eoLODGE front in blackened oak, grooved
2 Matrix Ar t ONE with illuminated handle trim
3 Sof t Lack front in magma sof t mat
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nolteneo

2

INVITING PURISM
Reduced look as the epitomy of elegance. Featured all round,
the shadow reveal forms a frame around the high-qualit y
neoLE AF in noce marone, painting a pic ture that simply
charms. Contrasting, the t wo tall units with neoPURE front in
metal bronze rise out above the kitchen block as the peaks of
a mountain range, complementing this kitchen's unadulterated
aesthetic appeal.

TO THE VIDEO
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MatrixZERO
MatrixZERO perfectly complements the
new shadow reveal. In conjunction
with the neoBOX, PUSH-TO-OPEN for
drawers and pull-outs gives you yet a
further option for designing your handleless kitchen.
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SHADOW REVEAL
New, graphic, dif ferent – the 12 mm shadow reveal
bet ween front and side panel creates a completely
new contour that adds a st ylish designer element to
ever y kitchen.
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nolteneo 2
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1
2
3
4

n eoPURE front in metal bronze
n eoLE AF front in noce marone
Shadow reveal all round
Matrix ZERO

4

2
3
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nolteneo

3

STAG E D WITH
AR TISTIC TALE NT
So inconspicuous you can hardly see it yet so conspicuous that you can't look away either - this kitchen ensemble is
a veritable masterpiece that is perfectly integrated into the
space, and the perfect example of a small kitchen with all the
capabilities of a large one. A particular highlight is the
neoMIRROR front which reflects the kitchen's extravagant
design, replicating it with artistic competence.

TO THE VIDEO
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neoMIRROR
WITH MIRROR GLASS
The neoMIRROR designer front artistically sets the scene for every
kitchen. The mirrored front is something that's truly exceptional. It
gives the whole space a new dimension while at the same time making it an attractive focal point. The matching mirror glass splashback
adds space to the kitchen and complements the whole composition.
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DESIGNER HANDLE
Above all, nolteneo is synonymous with the many ways
of individualising a kitchen. Charac teristic of this are
exclusive nolteneo produc ts such as the large, semicircular handles which, although discreetly understated
in this kitchen, make st ylish eye-catchers.
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nolteneo 3
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS

4

1
2
3
4

neoMIRROR designer front
Splashback panelling with mirror glass
Designer handle in black mat
Plus front in black sof t mat

2

3

1
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nolteneo

4

S C A N D I N AV I A N
H AV E N
Designed with a look of openness, this is where
white meets light-coloured timber in the form of
the neoLEAF front in sand ash. No kitchen is more
Scandinavian than this one. Integrated with purist
finesse, a homely composition with built-in bench
that emphasises this kitchen's flair.

TO THE VIDEO
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neoLEAF
The authentic timber reproduction
of neoLEAF in sand ash brings a
natural feel to every kitchen! Authentic in graining and texture, the front
creates a feel-good atmosphere in
every kitchen.
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DESIGNER HANDLE
The st ylish, decorative handle is available in white or black mat. I n an o t h e r w i s e handleless kitchen with uninterrupted fronts, the large-sur face h an d l e
makes a bold, eye-catching statement.
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nolteneo 4
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1 neoLE AF front in sand ash
2 Designer handle in white mat
3 Sof t Lack front in white sof t mat
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nolteneo

5

URBAN JUNGLE
FOR PURISTS
Entering the scene in a variety of materials, this kitchen appears
to be set in an urban jungle environment with artistic mastery.
Open styling and the absence of wall units conjure a feeling of
freedom and spaciousness. In this scenario, not one but several
nolteneo designer-style elements catch the eye. Accompanying
the neoGRID tall units and neoLODGE loft-style, the neoPURE
front in metal gold creates a warm contrast while at the same time
underpinning this kitchen's modern countenance through the cooking island's plinth section.

TO THE VIDEO
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neoGRID
The neoGRID front really is one of a kind and
makes a striking design element. This other wise
purist kitchen uses the aluminium frame with expanded metal in black to create a glass display
cabinet, not only making it one of the kitchen’s
elements but also a st ylish piece of furniture.
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SIDE CLADDING AND
PLINTH SUPPORT
Side claddings in the same material as the front bring
a modern t wist to finishing the end of a cabinet row
and for islands, an option previously only available for
the Matrix Ar t handleless kitchen. This way, nolteneo
lets you create a par ticularly high-qualit y and, at the
same time, purist, per fec tly balanced look. Uninterrupted side claddings in 600, 750 and 900 mm height are
available for all nolteneo kitchens.
One other distinc tive feature is the nolteneo plinth suppor t in black-finished aluminium which makes cabinet
rows and islands appear to float. The plinth suppor t is
available in a height of 170 or 300 mm.
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nolteneo 5

4

THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1 n
 eoLODGE front in blackened oak, grooved
2 n
 eoPURE front in metal gold
3 n
 eoGRID designer front frames in aluminium with
black expanded metal
4 C
 ooking island with plinth suppor t in black aluminium
5 n
 eoPURE side claddings in metal gold
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nolteneo
TO THE VIDEO

6

PICTURESQUE SETTING
This kitchen brings Mediterranean lifest yle to
your home, turning ever y day into a holiday in
a sunshine world. With its grooved tex ture, the
neoLODGE rustic oak front contrasts wonderfully well with the mot tled look of neoM ARBLE to
create a calm and peaceful ambience – staged
with ar tistic acumen, this kitchen can become the
new centrepiece in your home.
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WALL UNIT
Wall units are a practical way of providing more
storage space in a kitchen. In this kitchen ensemble,
the classic layout of wall units is dispensed with and
takes on a more relaxed look with open shelves.
But it is not only worthwhile taking a look on the
outside – this kitchen also impresses from the inside:
integrated lighting is not only practical, but also creates
a warmly lit ambience every time a door is opened.
The high-quality adjustable shelves in glass let the
light through and make the entire cabinet shine in
a wonderful glow. What's more, the cabinet can be
opened with PUSH-TO-OPEN electrical assistance.
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neoLODGE

neoMARBLE

This unusual front in blackened oak
captivates with its ver tically aligned
grooved look. Blackened oak is
exceptionally versatile and can be
featured on ever y thing from cooking
island to wall unit. Its black-brown
colouring makes it a contemporar y
yet modern classic.

Marble-look finishes have been highly fashionable again for a number of years now. Marble
looks elegant and tends to be used to provide
accentuation in combination with modern materials. The neoM ARBLE front can be combined particularly well with a dark worktop and gives ever y
kitchen that cer tain something.
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nolteneo 6
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1 n eoLODGE front in blackened oak, grooved
2 neoM ARBLE front on black marble
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nolteneo

7

U R B A N E X T R AVAG A N C E
High ceilings, rooms flooded with light, ornate
coving – old-proper t y charm meets natural stone
garnished with urban lifest yle. neoSL ATE in black
rosato slate makes a bold statement. In combination with the henna red surrounding elements,
the stone veneer front is a veritable eye-catcher.
A modular design with concealment doors on the
one side and, appearing to float on the plinth
frame, the island and sink block on the other.

TO THE VIDEO
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neoSLATE
The neoSLATE front is a unique
stone front with a three-dimensional slate surface. Looking so
natural, this front comes with
very special aesthetic appeal.
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VISIBLE SIDES
One aspec t that makes nolteneo kitchens
so special is the ex tensive selec tion of visible sides in mat lacquer, high-gloss lacquer
and veneer on any chosen carcase interior
colour. The ex tended visible sides logic no
longer ties you to just one colour for the
carcase interior. These can be combined
with dif ferent fronts in any way to provide
a per fec t match with your chosen front or to
create a striking contrast – entirely to suit
your ver y own par ticular taste.
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nolteneo 7
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1 neoSL ATE front in black rosato slate
2 P linth suppor t in black aluminium for unit rows
or island solutions
3 V
 isible sides in any chosen finish (as shown by this
example on the wall unit in on-trend henna red)
4 n
 eoSL ATE side claddings in black rosato slate
5 S
 of t Lack front in henna red sof t mat
3

5

4

1

2
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no l te neo

8

S I M P LY D E L I G H T F U L
Kitchens with light-coloured fronts are as
popular as ever because they integrate well
into dif ferent spatial concepts, are discreetly
understated and easily complemented with all
sor ts of designer elements. E xclusive nolteneo
produc ts of fer a comprehensive range of planning options to feature precisely those detail
solutions you want your dream kitchen to have.

TO THE VIDEO
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MatrixArt ONE
In this kitchen, the MatrixArt ONE handle trim
profile forms a lovely contrast with the classic
white soft mat front and the white worktop in
stone look. Particularly in the evening, the handle
trim profile with integrated lighting can be a stunning eye-catcher and also add a good measure
of warmth to lighter-coloured kitchens.
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INTERIOR ORGANISATION
Ever y thing in order in the kitchen – true to this mot to,
nolteneo also gives you a wide range of options for
prac tical interior organisation solutions to go per fec tly with your kitchen. From saucepans to tableware, from
cutler y to sor ting waste – not only are drawers and pullouts per fec tly organised with nolteneo, they can also be
provided with optional lighting at the side.
Fit ted on the right and lef t of the drawer side frame, the
LED lighting strip conjures atmosphere and shows where
ever y thing is when the drawer is opened. The system
automatically switches of f on closing, which means that
the rechargeable bat ter y (included) only needs recharging af ter around 450 – 70 0 opening cycles.
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nolteneo 8
THIS KITCHEN'S HIGHLIGHTS
1 n
 eoLE AF front in sand ash
2 M atrix Ar t ONE
3 S of t Lack front in white sof t mat
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nolteneo – OVERVIEW OF PRODUCTS
AND DESIGN ELEMENTS

OV E R V I E W

neoBOX
The new neoBOX drawer and pull-out system brings exquisite design to the cabinet interior.
The neoBOX is one of the elements that ever y nolteneo kitchen has. The narrow side frame appeals for its
simple elegance – nothing spoils the look. Coloured in
anthracite, it harmonises per fec tly with our collec tion's
new graphite colour finish.
Sleek and at trac tive in design, the neoBOX also captivates with high-qualit y materials. For instance, the
front panels on interior drawers and pull-outs are made
of satin-finish glass. The neoBOX is prac tical: an
ex tra-tall side profile is fit ted on deep pull-outs in a
height of 450 mm and over.
The neoBOX can also be used to provide illumination of
the pull-outs. Fit ted on the right and lef t of the drawer
side frame, the LED lighting strip conjures atmosphere and
shows where ever y thing is when the drawer is opened.
The system automatically switches of f on closing, which
means that the rechargeable bat ter y (included) only
needs recharging af ter around 450 – 700 opening cycles.

TO THE VIDEO
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FRONTS

HANDLES

neoLE AF
Sand ash

neoLE AF
Noce marone

neoM ARBLE
Black marble

neoPURE
Metal gold

neoPURE
Metal bronze

Melamine resin mat
19 mm

Melamine resin mat
19 mm

Melamine resin mat
19 mm

Lacquered laminate
metallic soft mat
19 mm

Lacquered laminate
metallic soft mat
19 mm

Decorative handle in white

Decorative handle in black

Mat white
metal

Mat black
metal

WORKTOPS

40

neoLODGE
Blackened oak, grooved

neoCHALET
Oak mocha, grooved

neoSL ATE
Black rosato slate

neoSL ATE
Deep black slate

Veneer, mat lacquered
19 mm

Veneer, mat lacquered
19 mm

Stone veneer,
mat lacquered
20 mm

Stone veneer,
mat lacquered
20 mm

25

Sand ash

12

BAR ELEMENTS

100

50

40

25

12

100

50

Noce marone

100

50

Veneer, blackened oak

DESIGNER FRONTS
Alongside a vast selection of exclusive
nolteneo products, you can choose from
the entire Nolte Küchen product portfolio.

neoLOF T
Graphic print

neoLOF T
Used print

neoMIRROR
Mirror

neoMIRROR
Tinted mirror

Digital print,
mat lacquered
19 mm

Digital print,
mat lacquered
19 mm

Mirror glass
19 mm

Mirror glass
19 mm

neoGRID
AGS – aluminium
frame with
expanded metal
Mat black
20 mm
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CHOICE OF VISIBLE SIDES
Innovative at second glance – initially taken for
granted, for professional cooks though an exceptional mark of qualit y. With nolteneo, the
choice of visible side makes it possible to create
a consistent and per fec tly balanced look in whatever kitchen you plan, or lets you make statements
with any choice of decor for front and side.

AVA I L A B L E

Arctic white

MatrixArt ONE

MatrixZERO

SHADOW REVEAL

Matrix Ar t ONE is the design-focused,
handleless kitchen: just one single
handle trim profile below the worktop creates a par ticularly neat-looking,
graphic st yle.

Matrix ZERO lets you dispense with handles and handle trim profiles, leaving
cabinet fronts with a look that speaks
purism in its ver y true sense. Deployed
in this way, PUSH-TO - OPEN creates a
look for handleless kitchens with graphically defined consistency. Combining this
with a shadow reveal adds a par ticularly
prac tical and elegant design feature.

A shadow reveal bet ween front and side
panel creates a completely new contour,
making a st ylish designer element in
ever y kitchen block. The combination of
any chosen decor on front, worktop and
visible side produces all-new options for
kitchens designed with a look of their
ver y own – featuring our new shadow
reveal as an absolute graphic highlight.

The handle trim profile can be illuminated for Matrix Ar t ONE too – combined
with slimline worktops, this creates a
par ticularly delicate look that almost
appears to float. Whereas the top row
of drawers opens by hand, the bot tom
row comes out in response to a tap by
PUSH-TO - OPEN .

nolteneo

INTERIOR DECORS FOR LACQUERED AND VENEERED VISIBLE SIDES:

Premium white

Magnolia

Sahara

Platinum grey

Quar tz grey

Graphite

VISIBLE SIDE SOFT MAT GENUINE LACQUER ON PLAIN CARCASE

Arctic white soft mat

Platinum grey
soft mat

Quar tz grey soft mat

Graphite soft mat

Black soft mat

Deep blue soft mat

Blueberr y soft mat

White soft mat

Magnolia soft mat

Sahara soft mat

Lava soft mat

Magma soft mat

Avocado soft mat

Olive soft mat

Opal soft mat

Gorse soft mat

Curr y soft mat

Henna red soft mat

Rose hip soft mat

VISIBLE SIDE IN HIGH-GLOSS GENUINE LACQUER ON PLAIN CARCASE

Gloss Arctic white

Gloss white

Gloss magnolia

Gloss graphite

Gloss deep blue

Gloss night black

Gloss Sahara

Gloss platinum grey

Gloss quar tz grey

Oak mocha

Blackened oak

VISIBLE SIDE VENEERED ON PLAIN CARCASE

Oak pinot

Oak barolo

Oak champagne

Oak truffle
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M A T R I X 15 0 : O U R G R I D S Y S T E M
The regular increments of 150 mm result in a per fec t joint pat tern with
consistent lines that will accommodate any standard elec trical appliances for a smooth, even finish.

3 2 % M O R E S T O R A G E S PA C E
Nolte Küchen of fers various planning depths for worktops. If you opt
for 75 cm instead of the usual 60 cm, you will not only have more
space for working on and storing items, but also 32 % more storage
space in the cabinets beneath.

MATRIX900: THE EXTRA-HIGH CARCASE
Coming in a cabinet height of 90 cm, Matrix900 provides no less than
20% more storage space over the standard 75 cm height. Combined
with a low plinth, the result is a modern, compac t look and an ergonomic working height.

MADE IN GERMANY
Our Nolte kitchens are produced on a produc tion site measuring
around 100,000 m² in Löhne and Melle. Customers all over the world
take our qualit y promise ver y seriously – "Made in Germany" is par t
of our global success.

Nolte Küchen – synonymous with exceptional qualit y,
variet y and ser vice, reliabilit y and continuit y. For us,
good is not good enough. Our aim: to be bet ter than the
average. This applies not only to the materials that we
use, but also to the concept, technology and design.

M AT E R I A L VA R I E T Y T H AT D E L I G H T S
Nolte Küchen gives you access to all on-trend materials –
regardless of budget. Whether wood, lacquer, glass,
metal or cement, we can of fer you reproduc tions of any
original material that look exac tly like the real thing.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
As a successful German company, we are aware of our tremendous
responsibilit y towards preser ving natural resources, keeping air and
water clean, and to ac ting sustainably – from the produc tion to the
shipping of our kitchens. The figures for the emissions of harmful substances from our materials are significantly lower than the legal requirements. Modern filter systems ensure that no harmful substances
are able to escape into the environment during produc tion. And when
the time has come that we are able to deliver your kitchen to you, we
only use environmentally friendly packaging materials that can be recycled. By doing so, we are able to provide the best conditions for a
healthy life with your kitchen.

MORE ABOUT
NOLTE KÜCHEN
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